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“do you remember the time of a cool summer night, you were still a child, sitting
with your parents, looking up at the stars”
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This is okay Feels like a WIP. Everything is super in your face, point and click $14.99 is alot for what it currently is. This has
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potential to be crazy beautiful, I hope it will be worked on and updated.. This is okay Feels like a WIP. Everything is super in
your face, point and click $14.99 is alot for what it currently is. This has potential to be crazy beautiful, I hope it will be worked
on and updated.. It's certainly not Elite Dangerous' galactic star map. There's hardly any control you can exert over the
environment to really understand the scale of stuff in space. You can teleport around on the dock and you can teleport to a
zoomed out view of the solar system, but it's not to scale. In "The Lab", which is free, there is the same solar system
environment and the planets are to scale (plus you can throw them around, so that's neat). Pointing at the constellations and
seeing them light up in the sky is by far the biggest selling point, but it's not worth 15 dollars to me.. This isn't bad though it took
me a while to realize how to get out into space where I could get the 3d views on everything. Lots of content though at a
reasonable price.. Can only view the sky from the north pole, no way to set location or time of viewing.. It is a good game!I
hope next version will be better.. It is a good game!I hope next version will be better.
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